FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Corrugated Mounting Plates Simplify Bin Level Installation on Grain Bins

August, 2013 - Sterling, IL United States – Mounting a bin level indicator on the side of a corrugated bin, used mainly for grain storage, can be challenging. This is especially true when level indicator suppliers only offer you a flat mounting plate that leaves large gaps that must be sealed using messy foam or other means. Not anymore! BlueLevel Technologies is pleased to announce the availability of its corrugated half coupling mounting plates.

“We are very pleased to offer our new corrugated mounting plates for use with any level indicator that mounts using a 1.25” threaded connection. This makes BlueLevel units an excellent choice on the farm, in a cooperative or anywhere corrugated bins are used” says Joe Lewis, Managing Director.

The BlueLevel corrugated mounting plates are available in two sizes, “wide” (4.00”) an “narrow” (2.66”) that are standards in the industries using corrugated bins. These mounting plates can be purchased separately for use with any brand level indicator or together with BlueLevel brand bin level indicators. The picture shown here is of a BlueLevel Model RH rotary paddle bin level indicator threaded into the coupling of the Wide corrugated mounting plate.

BlueLevel provides extreme customer care, taking customer service to The Next Level. We anticipate, meet and exceed the needs of our customers and their industries bringing decades of process measurement and control expertise directly to the user.

For more information contact Joe Lewis, Managing Director, at 888-61LEVEL (53835), 815-625-2224, 815-625-2226 (FAX) or by email joe@blueleveltechnologies.com
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